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ABSTRACT 
For each of several S G R”, “, those linear transformations 9: R”, ” -+ R”, n which 
map S onto S are characterized. Each class is a familiar one which generalizes the 
notion of positivity to matrices. The classes include: the matrices with nonnegative 
principal minors, the M-matrices, the totally nonnegative matrices, the Dstable 
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matrices, the matrices with positive diagonal Lyapunov solutions, and the H-matrices, 
as well as other related classes. The set of transformations is somewhat different from 
case to case, but the strategy of proof, while differing in detail, is similar. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a subset of a vector space V. An S-preserver on V is a linear 
transformation 2’ : V + V such that P(S) = S. 
In this paper we characterize the S-preservers on R”, “, the n-by-n real 
matrices, for certain classes S of matrices naturally associated with positivity. 
These classes include: 
.P [.PO]-the P-matrices [the P,-matrices], i.e. matrices all of whose 
principal minors are positive [nonnegative], 
~2’ [.M,]--the nonsingular M-matrices [the M-matrices], i.e. P-matrices 
[PO-matrices] whose offdiagonal entries are nonpositive, 
F.cP [TM]-the totally positive [the totally nonnegative] matrices, i.e. 
matrices all of whose minors are positive [nonnegative], 
9 [?Bo]-the &table matrices [the D-semistable matrices], i.e. matrices 
A such that every eigenvalue of DA has positive [nonnega- 
tive] real part if D is a positive diagonal matrix, 
.x? [_&o]-the matrices A for which there exists a positive diagonal 
matrix D such that AD + OAT is positive definite [semidefi- 
nite] . 
We also consider the classes 9, [g)Ok], in which every principal minor of 
size less than or equal to k is positive [nonnegative], and 9’:) in which all the 
principal minors are nonnegative and there exists at least one positive 
principal minor of each size. 
In each case the characterization is given in terms of a small list of special 
types of transformations such that a linear transformation preserves the class 
if and only if it is a composition of transformations of one or more of these 
types. (In each of the situations here, each of the special types of transfonna- 
tions need appear at most once in a representation of the composition.) 
Generally, it is straightforward to verify that the given types preserve the 
class, and the difficulty arises in showing that there are no additional basic 
types. The treatment of each class is necessarily somewhat different, but there 
are strong similarities among the proofs for each class. 
The linear transformations preserving another positivity class, the positive 
definite real symmetric matrices, have already been studied [S]. These amount 
to a fixed congruence, and this result is somewhat different in character from 
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those presented here. It is not difficult to see from this fact, however, that the 
linear transformations preserving yet another positivity class, the real matrices 
with positive definite symmetric part ;(A + AT), are also just fixed con- 
gruences. 
Many simple relationships are known among the classes mentioned: for 
example, 
and 
However, this generally does not directly simplify the problem of characteriz- 
ing linear preservers. 
Notice that P,, = 3, the closure of 9; _&a = JY; and also Z&Y =YP 
(e.g. corollary in [4, p. 3571 and Lemma 9.1 in [5, p. 881). It turns out that the 
linear preservers for these positivity classes are the same as for their closures. 
The results of the paper are described in the next section. They are proved 
in the last section. 
2. RESULTS 
Let P(S) denote the set of S-preservers. The following lemma will be used 
to relate the Spreservers and gpreservers in the necessity proofs of our main 
results. Here s denotes the closure of S relative to the usual topology on V. 
LEMMAS. Let S be a subset of a finitedimensional vector space V. Then 
P(S) C P(S). 
We now state the characterizations of the linear preservers for each of the 
positivity classes studied. 
THEOREM 1. Let 2 be a linear transformution, 9 : R”- n + R”, n. Then 
9 maps the class 9,, onto itself if and only if 2 is a composition of one or 
7n*)re of the following types of transf-tions: 
(i) positive diagonal equivalence, A --+ FAE, in which E and F are 
diagonal matrices with positive diagonal entries; 
(ii) transposition, A + AT; 
(iii) permutation similarity, A -+ PTAP, in which P is a permutation 
matrix; and 
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(iv) signature similarity, A -+ SAS, in which S is a diagonal matrix of l’s 
and - 1’s. 
Moreover, the same is true if PO is replaced by any of the following classes: 
9, Pi, P03, P3, gO, 9, do, and 22. 
REMAFS. The reader will soon observe that type (iv) does not appear in 
Theorems 2 and 3. In Theorem 1, however, types (i) and (iv) can be united as 
(i’) A + FAE, in which E and F are diagonal matrices such that EF is 
positive. 
Denote by C", ” the n-by-n complex matrices. The conclusion of Theorem 1 
is also true for OEP: C”,” - C”,” and the classes of matrices with positive or 
nonnegative principal minors, where the special types of transformations are 
(i’), (ii), and (iii). 
THEOREMS. Let 2’ be a linear transformation 2 : R “, ” + R n’ “. Then 2 
maps the class JO onto itself if and only if 2’ is a composition of one or 
more of the following types of transformations: 
(i) positive diagonal equivalence, 
(ii) transposition, and 
(iii) permutation similarity. 
Moreover, the theorem is also true if .L, is replaced by JY. 
Recall that the comparison matrix, M(A), of A E C”, ” is defined by 
i = I,..., n, and j = i 
Let 
.X’= {AEC”.“; M(A)uV} 
and 
~a= {AEC”,“; M(A@.&}. 
The following characterization is a consequence of Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 1. Let 2’: C”,” + C”,” be a linear transfmtion. Then 9 
maps the class 2” onto itself if and only if it is a composition of at least one 
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of the following types: 
(i) positive diagonal equivalence, 
(ii) transposition, 
(iii) permutation similarity, and 
(iv) Hadamard product with a matrix whose elements have absolute value 
1, that is, A + K 0 A, where K = (kij) is n by n and lkijl = 1, 1~ i, j < n. 
The same is true of X. 
THEOREM 3. Let 9: R”,” += R”,” be a linear transformation. Then 2’ 
maps the class FJV onto itself if and only if it is a composition of one or 
more of the following types of transfmtions: 
(i) positive diagonal equivalence, 
(ii) transposition, and 
(iii) skew transposition, A + Ai‘ = ( PAP)T, in which 
0 . 
P=i 1. . 0 1 1 0 *’ :I . . 
1 0 ... 0 
( Ai‘ amounts to transposition relative to the upper-right-to-lower-left diagonal.) 
Moreover, the same is true if ./TN is replaced by 9-9. 
3. PROOFS 
Proof of Lemmu 1. Let L E P(S). Since V is a finite-dimensional vector 
space, it follows that L carries span S homeomorphically onto itself. Since 
S c span S (because subspaces are closed), it follows that L(s) = L( S ) = s. n 
The following example demonstrates that P(S) and P(s) need not coin- 
cide. 
EXAMPLE. Let S = ( - 1, 11. Then the mapping 2’: x --) - x is in P(s) 
but not in P(S). 
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In proving the main results we use the fact that for all classes S under 
discussion, S is large enough to contain a basis of R”‘” and thus 9 is an 
Spreserver on R", ” if and only if it is nonsingular and 
AES - Z(A)ES. 
Although the details differ in each case, the general form is the same for 
each of the necessity proofs of the main results, Theorems 1, 2, and 3. They 
proceed as follows. Choose an ordered basis which starts with E,,, E,,, . , . , E,,, 
for R”,” [(Ejj)ij = 1, (E,j)kl = 0 if (k, Z)# (i, j)], and let L be the matrix of 
the preserving linear transformation 9 in this basis. Then show that L must 
be the direct sum of an n-by-n monomial matrix L,, and an ( n2 - n)-by- 
(n”- n) monomial, or generalized monomial matrix L,,. Next show that 
principal submatrices of A E S must be mapped to principal submatrices [of 
5!‘(A)] by L. First, verify the asserted result for n = 2, and then, finally, 
verify the assertion for general n by induction. In each case the proofs of 
sufficiency are straightforward. 
Proof of Theorem 1. It is obvious that each of the four linear transforma- 
tions described in the theorem maps Pn onto itself. 
To prove the “only if” part let- 9 g P( go). Since 
E,i E 90, i, j=l ,...,n, 
maps R”, ” onto itself and hence is one-to-one. Thus 9 ’ exists and 
’ E P(~,,). 




L=L L l i 21 22 
where L,, is n-by-n. 
For convenience we split the rest of the proof into several propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1. L,, = 0. 
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Proof. Let i G n and j > n., and let Ekrr be the jth element in the basis 
/3. Then 
Siircc EkII E .+‘,, and - EkIi E PO, so are their images under 9. Thus li j > 0 
and - 1, , > 0, so I,, = 0. n 
I’~IOPOSITI~N 2. L,, is monomial ( i.e. a product of a permutation matrix 
c~tltl (I posifiw diagoncll nwtrir ). 
I’roo$ Since the diagonal entries of a 9,-matrix are nonnegative, L,, >, 0. 
Siilce I,,, = 0, I,,, ’ exists and is also nonnegative. Thus (e.g. [l, p. 8]), L,, 
is irlononrial. n 
PROPOSITION :3. I,?, = 0. 
/‘roc~~f: Denote by .9 the subspace of matrices in R”.” whose diagonal 
clrtrie\ are equal to zero. By Proposition 1, 9 maps 9 into 9, and since 9 
is iloir\iliglllar, Y E P( 9). 
Let j < ti. By Proposition 2, I,, > 0 for some k < n and Zij = 0 for all 
i = 1.. . )t, i f k. 
Let 11 > )I. To prove that I,,j = 0, suppose that &, the pth element in /3, 
is II\, ( .Y + I ) and that p,,, = E,,. 
N(lU~ 
9( I:,,) = l,,E,, + Z,]E,, + l,,11Et5 + . . . 
For every CY. 
so that 
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Thus 
cP{Y-‘(aEts)+Ejj} =( a + Z,,j)E,,y + lkjEkk + IpiE,, + . . E PO. 
The {s, t } minor of this matrix is -(a + Z,,rl)Zpj, but this number will be 
negative for an appropriate choice of (Y, unless Z,, = 0. n 
Let 
and 
‘ij = { Ekro; 9P(Eij)k,t, # O} 
SI’; = { EtUk; Ekru E Si j } . 
In Propositions 2 and 3 we showed that JSlil, the cardinality of Si, is equal to 
1. We now show that lSijl = 1 in general. 
PROPOSITION 4. If(k,w}z {i, j}, then 
sij n s:;,, = c$. 
Proof. In case k = w or i = j, the proposition follows from Propositions 
1, 2, and 3. So, let i # j and k # w. Suppose E,, E Sij n SL;,, Then 
9( E, j) = aE,, + bEYI, + . . . 
and 
where 
9”( &c>) = cEpy + d-F<,, + . . . , 
a+0 and d+O. 
The fact that 9( E, j) and 9( Ekto) must be in 9’” implies that 
ab<O and cd<O. 
For every 01, 
A( a) = aE, j + Ekto E PO > 
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so the minor of Z(A(a)), based on indices p and 9, is equal to 
f(a)=-[a2ub+cx(ud+bc)+cd] 20 
Clearly b # 0, for otherwise f(a) < 0 for (Y = ad - c/a. Thus ab < 0, and 
f(cx) > 0 for every (Y if and only if the discriminant 
(ad - bc)2 
is nonpositive (and thus zero), that is, 
Similarly,if(r,t)#(i,j)and(r,t)#(j,i)and 
5?(E,,)=eE,,+fE,,+ ..., 
then either e = f = 0 or 
Suppose now that 
9( Eii) = gEpq + hE,, + . . . . 
Then, since ( j, i) # (k, W) and ( j, i) # (w, k), it follows that either g = h = 0 
or 
Since L,, = 0, this shows that the rows of L that correspond to E,, and E,, 
are proportional, a contradiction to the nonsingularity of L. n 
Since, for i # j, 
U Sk’, ~dimspan{oEP(Ekw):{k,w}# {i,j>~ k#w) 
k f to 
(k,co)+ (i.j) 
=n2-n-2, 
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it follows from Proposition 4 that 
I’ij( ~ 2 
vi, j. 
PROPOSITION’ 5. Sii fl .S; = 9, i # j. 
Proof. Suppose E,, E Si j n S,;. Then 
~( Eij) = ‘YE,, + PE,,) 4 f 0, 
since lSijl < 2. [In fact LYP < 0, since Eij E PO, and thus 9(Eij) E PO.] 
As before, 
sji n U 




cY( Eji) = YE,, + 6EqP. 
For a small enough positive e, 
,(t”( Eij + &Eji) E L?‘~), 
but 
E,j + &Eji CL 8,,, 
a contradiction to 9 _ ’ E P( ~9~). 
PROPOSITION 6. lSijl = 1 and sij = s;; vi, j 
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Proof. Since 
U s,, 2 dimspan{ 2?(Ekw); (k, w> + (j,i), k + w} 
k + IU 
(k,w)+(j.i) 
=n2-n-l, 
our claim follows from Propositions 4 and 5. 
The fact that 2’ is nonsingular and that ISi jI = 1 implies that L,, is 
generalized monomial, i.e., a product of a permutation matrix and a nonsingu- 
lar diagonal matrix. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let a be the permutation such that 
Then 
skk = { Eo(k)o(k) > 
‘ij ” ‘ji = { Eo(i)o(j), Eo(j)o(i)}’ 
Proof. Suppose, without loss of generality, that 
Sij ” Sji = { Ek, 9 E,k } > 
where 
Then 
k # a(i), w # u(i). 
I - Ekw -E,k=pO, 
and 
Let A, be the matrix obtained from A by multiplying its ith column by 
c > 0. Then A, E 9’a but 2’( A,) 4 g0 for c > 1. n 
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Let cr be a set of indices. The previous proposition implies that A [a], the 
principal submatrix of A whose rows and columns are indexed by (Y, de- 
termines a principal submatrix of the same order in P(A). We shall denote 
this submatrix by Z( A [ a]). 
For ]a] = k, let 9, denote the reduction of 3 to Rk.k, that is, the 
mapping which maps A[ a] to P( A[ a]). Clearly, Pa is a Pa-preserver on 
Rk. h. 
PROPOSITION 8. Theorem 1 is true for n = 2. 
Proof. Using the form of L just verified, and applying a permutation 




Since 3 maps 9” into PO, we must have 
I,,, 1,s ’ 0, 
1:,:&r, ’ 0, 
For, if not, consider examples of the form 
Further, since 3 ’ maps 9, into B,, we must have 
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also. We thus conclude that, actually, 
We may then write Y(B), B = (hi j) E R’,‘, as 
which is a positive diagonal equivalence if I, and l,, are positive, and a 
positive diagonal equivalence composed with a signature similarity if Z,% and 
I,, are negative. n 
We are now ready to prove the theorem by induction on n, assuming that 
itholdsformatricesoforderlessthann.Let n>3andlet (~={l,...,n-11). 
9 E P(P,) if and only if its composition with a permutation similarity is in 
P(PO). Thus we may assume without loss of generality that 
YaA[cu] = P(A)[a]. 
By the induction assumption 2, is a composition of the types of 
transformation specified in the theorem. Applying appropriate transforma- 
tions of these types, we may assume that 
dP,A[cu] = A[cu]. 
Let Z( E,,) = dE,,. We show that 
Si, = { Ein} Vi. 
Suppose i # n and Si, = { E,i}. Choose j # i or n. Then either 
'jn = { Enj}* 
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ai,= - -, 
c, 
ujt,= - -, 
ci 
and let the remaining entries of A be zeros. Then A E PO, where the 
principal submatrix built on indices i, j, n is 
up to permutation similarity. But the determinant of the corresponding 
submatrix in P(A), 
is negative, and this is a contradiction. 
In the second case, let 
p(Ent) = ‘iEtn> 
2'(Ej,) = cjEllj. 
Let A consist entirely of zeros except that the submatrix based on indices 
i, j,n is 
I -l/k, -1 0 0 - l/Cj 0 
up to permutation similarity. The corresponding submatrix in P(A) is 
i -1 0  -1 0  -1 0,  1 
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so A E go but -Ep( A) @ 9’a, which is again a contradiction. Thus, Si, = { Ei, } 
Vi. 
Let Z(E,) = ci(Ei,), Z’(E,i) = kiEni, 9(Enn) = dE,,. Applying 
Proposition 8 to the principal submatrix based on i and n, 
ciki=d>O Vi. 
Toshowthat cr= ... =c,_,and ki= ... =k,_, wesupposethat ci>cj. 
Choose E > 0 small enough that a = (1 + .s)cj/ci < 1. Let the {i, j, n} subma- 
trix of A be 
1 -a 0 1 -1 0 1 -1 0 1 1 
up to permutation similarity. Its determinant is 1 - a 2 0. But the correspond- 





and its determinant is negative. Hence ci = . . . = c, ~ I, so k, = . . . = k, ~ I, 
where all ci’s and ki’s are of the same sign. If all are positive, 9 is a positive 
diagonal equivalence. If all are negative, 9 is a positive diagonal equivalence 
composed with a signature similarity. This completes the proof of the main 
part of the theorem. W 
Since in the proof we only considered principal minors of order Q 3, it 
follows that P(9as) = P(go). An example of a transformation in P(9az) 
which is not in P(9,,) if n > 2 is the “partial transposition” 
For example 
Since all the examples used in the proof were of P,-matrices which belong to 
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9a, to 3, and to 2 = _~?a, it follows that 
It is easy to check that the four transformations specified in the theorem 
map B onto 9, so 
Since PC0 = @, it follows from Lemma 1 that 
Therefore, P( 9) = P(po). 
Similarly we prove that 
and 
P( a?) = P( do) = P( 2(,). 
We remark that additive D-stability, i.e., the property that A + D is 
stable for every nonnegative diagonal matrix D, is not retained under positive 
diagonal equivalence, as is demonstrated by the matrix 
A is additive D-stable, since it is stable and Pot (e.g. [3]). However, A is not 
D-stable (e.g. [2]), so for some positive diagonal matrix E, EA is not stable 
and, of course, not additively D-stable. 
Most of the proof of the theorem is valid also in the complex case. In fact, 
it can be even simplified. The only point where a slight change is needed is 
towards the end of the proof, in showing that ci = . . . = c, 1. The ratio 
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ci/cj is real, for otherwise, let the {i, j, n} submatrix of A be 
i -1 0 1 -1 0 1 -1 0. 1 1 
Then the corresponding minor in 3(A) is d(1 - ci /cj), which is not real. So 
9(A) P Pa. Suppose that cj/ci < 1. Then choose E > 0 small enough that 
a = (1 + &)cj/ci < 1, and proceed as in the real case. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Each of the transformations (i), (ii), (iii) clearly 
maps 4, onto itself. Here, too, 9 E P(J,) maps R”*” onto itself, since Eii 
and - Ei j, i # j, are (singular) M-matrices. So 9 i exists and also maps 
&, onto itself. Let L be the matrix which represents 9 in the basis 
Then both L and Lm ’ must be entrywise nonnegative, and thus L is 
monomial and 
lSijl = 1 Vij. 
We now will show that 9 transforms diagonal matrices to diagonal 
matrices. Suppose 9( Eii) = aE,,, where k # w and a < 0. Consider the 
matrix B = I - E,,. BE./Z~, so A=9P’(B)~.,@,. The sum of an M- 
matrix and a nonnegative diagonal matrix is again an M-matrix. So 
A, = A + cEii E A0 for c > 0. 
However, for c > - l/u, the minor of 9( A,) based on the indices k and w 
is equal to 1 + UC, which is negative. Hence 9(A,) is not an M-matrix. This 
shows that the diagonal entries are indeed transformed into diagonal entries. 
By the monomiality of L, the off-diagonal entries are transformed to offdiag- 
onal entries and all the coefficients are positive. The rest of the proof is the 
same as in Theorem 1, except that because of the particular sign pattern of 
M-matrices (which implies that L,, is also monomial), signature similarities 
do not preserve do. n 
As before, using Lemma 1, we prove that P(A) = P(A,). 
Proof of Corollary 1. It is easily verified that each of the given types of 
transformations is linear and preserves the classes %’ and X0. 
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It may be shown that if 9 is a linear %a-preserver, its matrix L in the 
basis 
must be generalized monomial. Recall that M(A) is the comparison matrix of 
A E C”* n. Then the transformation from A4( A) to M( Z( A)) is a well-defined 
linear .H,)-preserver on R”,“, and thus its form must be as indicated in 
Theorem 2. Any remaining part of the structure of 9 must not change the 
comparison matrix and must thus be as indicated in (iv). The remaining 
assertion follows from Lemma 1. n 
Proof of Theorem 3. We first note that permutation similarities do not 
map FM even into F&” and, so skew transposition (which can be expressed 
as usual transposition composed with a permutation similarity) has to be 
explicitly listed as a basic Fspreserver. As in prior cases, it is straightfor- 
ward to verify that each of the listed linear transformations is a YSpre- 
server. 
The initial stage of the necessity proof, to show that a certain matrix of a 
linear YXpreserver must be monomial, is the same as that of Theorem 2, 
except that in this case we choose the basis 
/3= {Ell,...,E,,,Elz,...,E,~~,,,} 
and let L be the matrix representation of a given linear Y&preserver 9 
with respect to j3. Then, since L must be nonsingular (because the span of 
YX is R”, ” ) and therefore L _ 1 exists and also maps SGV” onto YN, we 
conclude that L is monomial (since the totally nonnegative matrices are 
entrywise nonnegative). 
The remainder of the necessity proof is rather different from the prior 
cases in that principal submatrices are not strategic in the case of totally 
nonnegative matrices. 
We first verify that either 
Sll= {El11 and L= {En,) 
or 
Note that J E FM, and let A = 9 -_ ‘(J) and A(c) = A 0 (J + cE,,), where all 
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the entries of J are l’s and 0 denotes Hadamard product. If c > 1, then 
A(c)E.F.N. Let c>l. If Sll#{E,,} and S1i#{Enn}, then Y(A(c)) 
cannot be in .7X, since 9’( A(c)) would have a 2by-2 minor equal to 
1- c < 0. This contradiction implies that either S,, = {E,,} or S,, = {E,,}. 
Similarly, it may be shown that S,, = {E,,) or S,,, = {E,,}. Combined with 
the monomiality of L, this means that one of the two claimed possibilities for 
the pair S,,, S,, must hold. 
Since 9 is a linear .FXpreserver if and only if 9 composed with 
skew-transposition is, we henceforth assume, without loss of generality, that 
S,,= {&,I and L,= {En,). 




Because of monomiality and the observations just made, this is clear for n = 2. 
Suppose that n > 3 and that the assertion is not true. Let 
ITn{%,...,E,,}l=k, 
lTn{E,,,...,E,,} I=L 
so that k, I I n - 1, and let 
a=(n-1-k)(n-1-Z)+k+Z=(n-1)2-(n-2)(k+Z)+kZ. 
If kZ = 0, then necessarily k + 1~ n -2 and 
Otherwise 
and, therefore, we can find i, j 2 such that 
T n { Eij> Ei1, E,j} = +. 
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Let A = 2 _ ‘(J). Multiplication of the first row of A by a constant c > 0 
must produce another totally nonnegative matrix A(c). But the minor of 
_Y(A(c)) based on rows 1, i and on columns 1, j is c - 1, which is negative 
for c < 1. This contradiction verifies the assertion that 9 must map the first 
row of its argument entirely to the first row or column of the image. In a 
similar way, it may be shown that the first column is transformed to (the 
other of) the first row or the first column, and that the last row is transformed 
to the last row or column, while the last column is transformed to (the other 
of) the last row or column. Furthermore, because of monomiality, if the first 
row goes to the first row, then the last row must go to the last row, and 
similarly for columns. It is likewise if the first row goes to the first column. 
Since 9 is a linear Y&preserver if and only if 9 composed with 
transposition is, then, without loss of generality, we can assume that 2 
transforms the first row to the first row, the last row to the last row; and the 
same holds for the first and last columns. 
We now complete the proof of necessity by induction on n. As in the case 
of Theorem 1, it is straightforward to verify for n = 2. Suppose it holds for 
matrices of order less than n. 
For A E 3&V, the leading principal submatrix of A of order n - 1 must 
be transformed to the leading principal submatrix of order n - 1 of 2(A) 
(because the last row and column are mapped to themselves). Since every 
totally nonnegative matrix d of order n - 1 is a leading principal submatrix of 
some n-by-n totally nonnegative matrix (e.g. A@ {0}), the natural reduction 
of 2 onto the leading (n - I)-by-(n - 1) principal submatrix is a linear 
35Vpreserver on R” l,n- ‘. By the induction hypothesis, it is a composition 
of (at most one of) transposition, (at most one of) skew-transposition (the two 
transpositions commute), and diagonal equivalence. In fact, it is only diagonal 
equivalence, since the first row is transformed to the first row. We also note at 
this point for completeness that S, j = { Ei j} for all 1~ i, j < n because of 
monomiality, the fact that the leading principal submatrix of order n - 1 is 
mapped to itself, and by applying to the other rows and columns the 
argument showing that the first row is mapped to itself. Since we may 
compose the inverse positive diagonal equivalence relative to the upper left 
(n - l>by-(n - 1) principal submatrix with 9, we may assume without loss 
of generality that 
2’(A)[{l,..., n-l}] =A[{l,...,n-l}]. 
Since S,, = { Eit, } and S,i = { Eni}, i = I,. . . , n, let 
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St%) = dE,n. 
To complete the proof, we must show that 
ci= ... =c”_l, k,= ... =k,_l, and d=c,k,. 
But consider the 2-by-2 submatrix included in rows i and n and columns 1 
and n.ThenitfoIlowsfromthe2by-2casethat cik,=d, i=l,...,n-l,so 
that ci= ... =c,_i. Similarly, k,= ... =k,_, and d=c,k,. As before, 
using Lemma 1 we prove that the linear y@preservers are the same as the 
linear y&preservers. n 
The authors wish to thank Hans Schneider for suggesting the question of 
which transformations preserve the M-matrices, and Bryan Cain for several 
helpful comments on an initial draft. 
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